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Here are some major points I will convey during the course of this brief.  Since some of you may have limited exposure to NCIS, I will first discuss the NCIS Mission and our role in supporting the Navy & Marine Corps.  After that I will cover counterintelligence terminology and follow it with a 15 minutes CI video and follow with a review of trends and case studies.  Finally, we will review the reporting requirements.



Prevent and solve crimes that threaten the war fighting 
capability of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps

Three Priorities:

Prevent Terrorism
Protect Secrets
Reduce Crime

NCIS is the executive agency for counterintelligence 
within the Department of the Navy

NCIS Mission
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The NCIS mission is to prevent and solve crimes that threaten the warfighting ability of the Navy and marine Corps.  To accomplish this goal, NCIS has set three priority missions: Preventing Terrorism, Protecting Secrets, and Reducing Crime.Within the DoN, NCIS is the executive agency for counterintelligence and is responsible for protecting against Foreign Intelligence Services and espionage, protecting critical developmental technologies from foreign exploitation. 



Counterintelligence
Intelligence function concerned with identifying 

and counteracting the threat posed by hostile 
intelligence agencies, organizations, or 

individuals engaged in terrorism, espionage, 
sabotage, and subversion.
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Counterintelligence is an intelligence function concerned with identifying and counteracting the posed by hostile intelligence agencies, organizations, or individuals engaged in terrorism, espionage, sabotage, and subversion.Counterintelligence Defined by Executive Order 12333:Information gathered and activities conducted to protect against espionage, other intelligence activities, sabotage, or assassinations conducted for or on behalf of foreign powers, organizations or persons, or international terrorist activities, but not including personnel, physical, document or communication security programs. Counterintelligence broken down:FOCUS: Identify/Understand/Counter adversary collection effortsOBJECTIVE: Deter/Detect/Control adversary collection (reduce or control the threat)CONCERN: Clandestine collection & the insider threat



Why Should We Be Concerned?
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Loss of:
Battlefield superiority

Strategic and tactical advantage

Technological edge

Defense countermeasures

Financial / economic investment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does the U.S. military have at stake if everyone does not properly protect sensitive and classified information?The U.S. has the most powerful military and economy in the world.  As a result, the U.S. is one of the largest intelligence targets by foreign governments.  Loss of critical information and technology dramatically decreases U.S. ability to maintain battlefield superiority, as well as its strategic and tactical advantage.  U.S. defensive countermeasures could also be neutralized, diminishing our force protection capability.  Furthermore, The U.S. Government and private U.S. contractors who supply advanced weapons and systems have significant financial investments is research, development, and testing that can be undermined or compromised by individuals who are not properly safeguarding sensitive and classified information.



BE AWARE!
DoN personnel & contractors are potential targets of 
foreign intelligence services and terrorist organizations.  
Why??

Access to:
Classified & Sensitive information

Technology

Specific projects

Training

Worldwide Presence



The Insider (Spy) Threat

Access to classified must be gained through technical 
means or through an insider

Any employee who has access to sensitive, classified, or 
proprietary information that if improperly disclosed, could 
cause damage to the organization’s security or interests

Almost all of the (known) damage done to national 
security has been the result of a person who had authorized 
access!
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Obviously, protecting critical information is paramount in protecting our nation's technological and military advantages.  In order for an adversary to gain access to safeguarding sensitive, classified, or proprietary information, that information must either be obtained through technical means or humint using an insider (a spy).Insiders often have knowledge of secure areas and can assist in clandestine entry and technical penetration.  Identifying potential spies or lax security practices is the duty and responsibility of all individuals.



Espionage and the Navy
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35 major espionage convictions since 1978
Robert KIM

Jerry WHITWORTH

Arthur WALKER

John WALKER

Jonathan POLLARD

James WILMOUTH

Kurt LESSENTHIEN
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Since 1978, there have been 35 major espionage convictions in the navy alone.There were various motivations, covered in the video that could cause an individual to consider betraying his country and committing espionage.Robert Chaegon KIM was a civilian computer specialist at the Office of Naval Intelligence convicted of passing classified information to a South Korean navy attaché at the ROK embassy in Washington, DC.A brief synopsis – KIM first made contact with his future South Korean case officer, Capt Dong-il Baek, when KIM served as an impromptu interpreter for the South Korean military delegation visiting ONI.  A close personal & professional relationship soon developed & shortly there after, classified & other technical info was passed.  Baek tasked KIM to collect on various classified materials including a maritime tracking system that the South Koreans were trying to develop.KIM’s tradecraft was unsophisticated.  Technical coverage of his office space revealed he would remove the classified markings from the documents he chose to take of his office and mail them to Baek’s residence, via standard U.S. mail.KIM’s motivation to spy against the U.S. was brought on by his love of two countries: the country of his birth, South Korea & the country of his citizenship, the U.S.  He still maintains his innocence & believes since both countries are allies they should be sharing information.A second motivation was financial interest.  KIM was nearing retirement and was looking to use his knowledge of maritime systems to secure additional financial security.  KIM had considered working with his brother-in-law to set up a company to sell maritime systems to the South Koreans.  Although KIM received no monetary compensation for the documents he passed to the South Koreans, investigators believed KIM thought it would help solidify future contracts for his post ONI private ventures.



Aldrich Hazen Ames was arrested by the FBI in Arlington, Virginia on espionage charges on February 24, 
1994. At the time of his arrest, Ames was a 31-year veteran of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), 
who had been spying for the Russians since 1985. Arrested with him was his wife, Rosario Ames, who 
had aided and abetted his espionage activities.

Following guilty pleas by both Ames and his wife on April 28, 1994, Ames was sentenced to 
incarceration for life without the possibility of parole. Rosario Ames was sentenced on October 20, 1994 
to 63 months in prison.

Aldrich Ames
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See case study highlights.



Hanssen first volunteered to furnish highly sensitive documents to KGB intelligence officers assigned to 
the Soviet embassy in Washington, D.C. Hanssen received diamonds and cash worth more than $600,000  
for the transfer of highly classified national security and counterintelligence information. 

On over 20 separate occasions, Hanssen clandestinely left packages for the KGB, and its successor 
agency, the SVR, at dead drop sites in the Washington area. He also provided over two dozen computer 
diskettes containing additional disclosures of information. Overall, Hanssen gave the KGB/SVR more 
than 6,000 pages of valuable documentary material.  

Hanssen was convicted of espionage and sentenced to a life in prison. 

Robert Hanssen
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MIAMI, June 26, 2001 -- A retired Army intelligence chief described as the highest-ranking 
U.S. military officer ever charged with espionage was quickly convicted today of selling military 
secrets to the Soviet Union for 25 years during the Cold War.  A federal jury in Tampa deliberated 
two hours before finding George Trofimoff, 74, a retired Army Reserve colonel, guilty of one 
count of conspiracy to commit espionage.  On 27 September 2001, George Trofimoff, convicted 
of conspiracy to commit espionage, was sentenced to life in prison.

Col George Trofimoff
USAR (Ret)
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1985 - JONATHAN J. POLLARD, intelligence analyst with the Naval Investigative Service 
and his wife, ANNE HENDERSON-POLLARD, were apprehended on 21 November outside 
of the Israeli Embassy in Washington, DC as they vainly sought asylum with hope of fleeing 
the country.  Both were charged under the espionage code for selling classified documents to 
an Israeli intelligence unit for $50,000.  On 4 March 1987 Jonathan Pollard was sentenced to 
life  imprisonment. Anne Henderson-Pollard received a five-year term.

Jonathan J. Pollard
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Common Intelligence Collection Practices
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Requests for Information

Focused targeting of air shows and conferences

Exploiting facility tours and data exchanges

Tasking foreign students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to current reporting, requests for information were the number one method used by FIS organizations.  Such inquires often come in the form of telephone, email, or written requests from cleared contractors for sensitive DoD technologies.  Many FIS organizations collect under the guise of foreign think tanks, research organizations, or universities.Many intelligence services use air shows and conferences as a means to collect on new technologies and potential assets.  Air shows and other exhibitions showcasing cutting edge military hardware are prime venues for collectors to exploit the openness of such events and inquire about sensitive information.  For example, there have been cases in the past where FIS officers posed as journalists and asked pointed and specific questions about classified technologies at an air show.  These questions were beyond the scope of your average journalist and the serviceman whom the questions were directed reported this incident to their local CI support element.Facility tours and data exchanges are also a common venue for intelligence collection.  The goal of facility tours and data exchange gatherings is the dissemination of information.  In the spirit of information sharing, OPSEC often takes a backseat as scientists and facility operators are eager to share as much information as possible.  As there have been cases in the past where FIS have placed overt collectors in such tours and meetings, good OPSEC is imperative during such events.With the increased trend of major universities working on sensitive DoD technologies, there have been recent cases where foreign students entered Masters & PhD programs in order to gain access and collect on sensitive technologies.  Note the hundreds of thousands of foreign students in the U.S., and a large percentage of those studying hard sciences are Chinese.



Indicators of Espionage
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Expansion of access to classified info

Unauthorized removal/possession of classified info

Extensive copying of classified/sensitive info 

Bringing recording media into unauthorized spaces

Unexplained affluence 

Correspondence/unreported contact with foreign nationals

Offering jobs or extra income to personnel with access to classified info

Repeated involvement in security violations

Joking or bragging about working for a FISS 

Visits to a foreign establishment

Business dealings with foreign nationals or firms

Elicitation attempts (Example)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is everyone's responsibility to be vigilant.  It is your decision to report or not to report that could make the difference between catching a spy or letting one get away.  Report indictors of espionage, it tips from you that investigators initiate a possible investigation and catch spies or other criminal activity.  When you observe the identified indictors or something odd or unusual and you ask yourself, “I wonder if I should report that”.  YES, you should!  (Give examples from, “People Who Made a Difference”)



Additional Requirements for Reporting
SECNAVINST 5510.30A and DoD 5240.6
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Report any contact information or circumstances that could 
pose a threat to the security of the U.S. personnel, DoD or other 
U.S. resources and classified national security information.

Requests for unauthorized access to classified information or 
information systems.

Contact with an individual, under circumstances that suggest 
the DoD person may be the target of attempted exploitation.

Contact with a known or suspected foreign intelligence officer 
or contact with any foreign diplomatic establishment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The DoD and DoN has enacted certain requirements for reporting potential foreign intelligence collection activities.  The guidelines are as follows:Reporting and contact information or circumstances that could pose a threat to the security of U.S personnel, DoD or other U.S. resources and classified national security information.Requests by anyone for illegal or unauthorized access to classified or unclassified controlled information as well as DoD information systems.  There is a common misunderstanding that individuals are free to disseminate unclassified materials; however, certain caveats attached to many unclassified documents restrict a wide distribution of that material.  In fact, many FIS organizations specifically target unclassified materials because it could contain sensitive information and falls under the threshold of a prosecutable offense.Contact with a known or suspected intelligence officer and foreign diplomatic establishment whether in the U.S. or abroad should be reported immediately.



Additional Requirements for Reporting
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Contact with anyone receiving information of planned, 
attempted, actual or suspected terrorism, espionage, sabotage, 
subversion or other intelligence activities against the U.S.

Actual or attempted unauthorized access into a U.S. automated 
information system and/or unauthorized transmission of 
classified information over information systems or telephones.

Close and continuing associations with foreign nationals.

SCI personnel shall notify SSO of any foreign travel.

Presenter
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Individuals should also report contact with anyone receiving information of planned, attempted, actual or suspected terrorism, espionage, sabotage, subversion or other intelligence activities against the U.S.In addition, actual or attempted unauthorized access into a U.S. automated information system and/or unauthorized transmission of classified information over information systems or telephones should also be reported to the security manager and NCIS.Close and continuing associations with foreign nationals should be reported to your security manager.SCI personnel shall notify the SSO of any foreign travel . (Do not notify at the last minute, provide plenty of notice to allow for training requirements and briefings)



Why Report?
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Protects critical technologies / assets / infrastructure

Limits potential battlefield vulnerabilities

Helps determine Foreign Intelligence activity

Deflects unwarranted scrutiny and security suspicions

Provides information for analysis and potential 
operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The question may come up of why it is important to report such information outlined in the previous slide.  What exactly is at stake?Here are some of the major reasons why it is essential to report such information:Reporting helps to protect critical technologies, assets, and infrastructure.  The technologies and assets used to power our modern military are expensive, proprietary, and highly sensitive and/or classified.  It is because of these advanced technologies and programs that the U.S. has battlefield superiority and tactical edge on virtually all fronts.  In short, our continued advantage on the battlefield relies on out collective efforts to thwart foreign collection attempts.When FIS organizations collect, they not only want to know our strengths, but a our weakness as well.  By closely guarding our technical and strategic posture, we limit the potential for battlefield vulnerabilities and opportunity for those weaknesses to be exploited.Reporting also helps determine foreign intelligence activity by documenting and assessing their interests.  We often think we know the type of technologies organizations are targeting; however, reporting allows for more informed analysis that can be used to predict future trends and help better protect targeted technologies.



Summary
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The Foreign Intelligence Service threat is continuous, long-
term, subtle, and pervasive.

The U.S. remains vulnerable and it is imperative that 
suspicious activity is reported in a timely and accurate 
manner.

You are the first line of defense in preventing and reporting 
espionage!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the world leader in many technologies and military capabilities the U.S. is constantly targeted by foreign intelligence services and establishments.  The Foreign Intelligence Service threat is continuous, long term, subtle, and pervasive.  Loss of critical information and technology dramatically decreases U.S. ability to maintain battlefield superiority, as well as its strategic and tactical advantage.  In order for our nation to defend against this persistent threat, it is imperative that individuals report all incidents or attempted collection and suspicious activity in a timely and accurate manner.  Remember, you are the first line of defense.



NCIS Contact Information
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Espionage Hotline:  1-800-543-NAVY(6289)

NCIS Field Office Carolinas, Camp Lejeune, NC 
(910) 451-8071/8600
(910) 451-8206 (Fax)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please contact NCIS at the following numbers to report any incidents or concerns.Thank you for your time.Please contact NCIS if you are planning to attend a Conference, Tradeshow, Symposium.NCIS can provide a specific threat brief for technology or programs your team is involved in.
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